p3-df

View camera with digital focus
Perfectly suited for digital photography

Have full control over your images
The versatile Sinar p3-df for more creativity
Sinar p3-df – the original view camera with digital focus

Be it photography for products, still life or advertising – with our flagship camera you have a tool in hand that enables creative work with sublime image quality. This camera is perfectly suited for digital photography because its user-friendly controls allow you to adjust the perspective and focus directly on the camera. The Sinar p3-df also affords maximum flexibility, which you can also use with third party digital backs.

User-friendly and simple operation

Your Sinar p3-df can be set quickly and precisely – even in a darkened studio, thanks to the ergonomic design of all of its controls. Self-locking drives let you get exactly the camera settings you want – and keep them.

You define the image

Swings, tilts, shifts – with the adjustable Sinar p3-df you have full control over your images. Influence and dymatize the perspective. Set selective sharpness and blur. Get correct proportions and undistorted angles every time. Use these adjustment options directly on your view camera. This saves you from having to do time-consuming corrections and retouching on the computer, allowing you to concentrate fully on your craft.
Sinar p3-df
Individual and versatile

Sinar offers everything for creating outstanding images: technical cameras, shutters and lenses, digital backs and software. In addition, our wide range of accessories lets you customize your Sinar p3-df according to your requirements. Our line of view camera accessories is versatile and modular to let you combine and use the parts as needed. Even older Sinar systems can be upgraded and converted.

Sinar p-MF-L for Leica S

For users of the Leica S medium-format camera Sinar also offers the p-MF-L kit, making it possible to benefit from the advantages of a view camera. The Leica S can be freely positioned on the Sinar. Also your digital SLR from Nikon or Canon can be adapted to the p3-df. Contact your Sinar reseller for more details.
## Technical Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sinar p3-df</th>
<th>digital focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### VERTICAL SHIFT
4 cm up / 2 cm down

### HORIZONTAL SHIFT
3 cm to the left / 5 cm to the right

### COARSE TILT
± 45°

### FINE TILT
± 19°

### FINE FOCUS
5 cm

### DIMENSION
carrier frame 100 mm

### TRIPOD ADAPTATION
3/8" thread on rail clamp

### WEIGHT
5.1 kg

### LENSES
Sinaron Digital Lenses with eShutter, CMV and CPL shutters, third party lenses on Sinar lens board 100

### INTERFACES FOR DIGITAL BACKS
Sinar, Leaf, Hasselblad V/H, Mamyia 645 AFD

### OPTIONAL CONVERSION KITS
RV (third party backs), Sinar p-MF-L (for Leica S), Sinar p-slr (Canon or Nikon), conversion set Sinar p2/p3